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ocean facts national geographic kids - top ten ocean facts 1 around 70 of the earth s surface is covered by oceans 2 the
largest ocean on earth is the pacific ocean covering around 30 of the earth s surface 3 the name pacific ocean comes form
the latin name tepre pacificum peaceful sea 4 the deepest known area of the, under the sea animals easy science facts
for kids about - cool science facts for kids about under the sea animals easy science about under the sea animals for
homeschooling families kindergarten science learning help easy science at home all about under the sea animals, under
the sea trivia and sea facts - trivia and sea facts both there is a fish called a dolphin usually sold as mahi mahi or as
dorado and there is a mammal called a dolphin a type of toothed whale what is the difference between a dolphin and a
porpoise dolphins have a snout conical teeth and a curved dorsal fin they tend to reside in very large pods of 30 1000
animals, 44 interesting facts about the ocean the 7 continents of - 44 facts about the ocean in no particular order earth
is mostly water three quarters of this planet is covered by water bodies ninety four percent of all life forms on earth are
aquatic humans have documented space and other planets better than they have mapped the ocean floor oceans, the
amazing ocean the facts of life under the sea scuba - the amazing ocean the facts of life under the sea by dive training a
well known chinese proverb maintains that a picture is worth a thousand words that s especially true in a world where we re
bombarded with information where data is amassed at a rate boggling the minds of those of us who learned math on slide
rulers it seems that, 10 unbelievable facts about the ocean the column from - these 10 unbelievable facts about the
ocean illustrate just how important these initiatives are 1 our oceans cover more than 70 per cent of the earth s surface with
so much of the earth s surface taken up by ocean it s evident how vital these marine environments are to the planet and
how much there still is to be explored 2
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